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THe ComForT CoLLeCTioN
Stressless® and ekornes® are registered trademarks owned by ekornes ASA, 
Norway.

retailer:

eKorNeS® AND THe eNViroNmeNT The following core items shall be complied with in all parts of our activity:

•	 Ekornes	shall	appear	as	an	environmentally-friendly	enterprise.	our products shall cause the least possible impact 
 on the environment.
•	 Ekornes	has	as	its	objective	to	keep	the	health	risk	at	the	workplaces	at	a	minimum.
•	 Ekornes	invests	to	avoid	damage	to	the	environment	and	injuries	to	health.
•	 Environmental	information	shall	be	generally	available,	for	example	through	Environmental	Product	Declarations	(EPD).
•	 Ekornes	shall	give	objective	and	open	information	about	how	the	company	handles	its	environmental	responsibility.

As an objective, ekornes will continue to develop environmentally responsible 
methods in order to gain a competitive advantage ahead of our competitors.

ekornes participates in the uN’s global compact.

www.ekornes.com	•	e-mail:	office@ekornes.com

The objective of ekornes is to accept environmental responsibility related 
to manufacturing, distribution and use of the company’s products.

We will continue to implement initiatives in our factories that improve the 
internal and external environment, at the same time as we continue to 
select environmentally-friendly raw materials.

A sustainable manufacture of durable products will also be an objective in 
the development of our company.

Photo: Øystein Klakegg AS, Christian gravesen, Casper Sejersen, Fotograf Kristiansen AS. Stylist: berit Steffenssen.  uSA  120013-02
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Welcome to this year’s Stressless® collection, where 
you can choose between a wide range of comfortable 
furniture. We offer everything from recliners, 
chairs, sofas, comfy corners and home theater 
seating, as well as functional tables, ottomans and 
accessories. All are developed, designed and 
carefully manufactured in Norway with one common 
approach; to give you ultimate relaxation and the 
best solution to your home furnishing needs.

This year, we are specially proud of our new line 
of sofas; Stressless® Legend and Stressless® 
Wizard, as well as the new recliner Stressless® 
Voyager. These models take comfort to a new level, 
featuring an extremely soft cushioning made of 
specially designed foam. This unique cushioning 
feels instantly sumptuous and luxurious as you 
relax, while it embraces and supports your body.

For decades we have been committed to our comfort 
philosophy, which means that every  single detail 
on the Stressless® furniture is designed with your 
well-being in focus. Style and good looks are 
important too, but in the end, it’s all about how 
wonderful your body feels when you are seated. 

Look for the distinctive Stressless® logo on your 
products, and you will know that you are dealing 
with the original Stressless® comfort. 
Don’t settle for less. 

Comfort is...
the stressless® way of living

Combine the STreSSLeSS® Duo TAbLe with up to four 
STreSSLeSS® Duo oTTomANs and the result is the 
epitome of functional design. See page

It’s a bold statement, but with STreSSLeSS® 
LegeND we are convinced that we are 
introducing the best home theater seating 
ever. See pages

With a new 1-seater and a side panel 
to the the STreSSLeSS® e200/
e300 you have even greater 
flexibility to furnish your living area. 
See page
 

Featuring an extremely soft cushioning 
made of specially designed foam and 
elegant wood details, we are convinced that 
STreSSLeSS® WizArD will please your 
body and eyes. See page

The Comfort test™ 6-7

The unique Stressless® features  4-5

Stressless® Ambassador 63

Stressless® Arion  30-33, 52-53, 64

Stressless® Atlantic  35, 63

Stressless® blues medium   63

Stressless® blues Large  26, 63 

Stressless® buckingham 43, 66

Stressless® Chelsea 63

Stressless® Consul  8, 63

Stressless® Diplomat 63 

Stressless® Dream 36, 61

Stressless® e200  18-21, 67 

Stressless® e300  22-23, 67 

Stressless® eagle   63

Stressless® eldorado 38, 48, 65

Stressless® granada 41, 65

Stressless® Jazz medium 21, 25, 63

Stressless® Jazz Large 24, 63

Stressless® Kensington 42, 63

Stressless® Legend 12-15, 51, 56, 64 

Stressless® magic Small 4, 63

Stressless® magic medium 4, 12, 17, 63

Stressless® magic Large 4, 14, 63 

Stressless® mayfair 44, 63

Stressless® orion 31, 63

Stressless® oxford Small   63 

Stressless® oxford medium  63 

Stressless® oxford Large  63 

Stressless® Pacific 35, 63

Stressless® Paradise medium 36, 65

Stressless® Paradise Large 37, 65

Stressless® reno  9, 38, 47, 63

Stressless® royal medium 63

Stressless® royal Large 9, 63

Stressless® Soul  27, 66 

Stressless® Space Large 29, 54, 64

Stressless® Spirit  63

Stressless® Sunrise Small  63

Stressless® Sunrise medium  8, 63

Stressless® Sunrise Large  63

Stressless® Tampa 7, 63

Stressless® Taurus 28, 63

Stressless® Vegas  40, 63

Stressless® Vision  63

Stressless® Voyager medium 11, 63

Stressless® Voyager Large 10, 63

Stressless® Wave 34, 54-55, 64

Stressless® Windsor 45, 66

Stressless® Wing 9, 63

Stressless® Wizard 16, 66

ekornes® manhattan  49, 67

ekornes® oslo  47, 67

Home Theater  50-57

Leather, wood, fabric and legs 58-59  

Tables and ottomans 60-61

Stressless® Design online 62

glossary  60-67

CoNTeNTS

With its characteristic and innovative design, 
the StreSSleSS® Voyager brings a new and 
exciting dimension to the Stressless® 
collection. See page
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The unique 
STreSSleSS® feaTureS

The headrest adjusts 
automatically, so you can 
read and watch TV, even in 
a reclining  position. 

The Plus™ system adjusts 
the lower back support 
simultaneously with the 
headrest. upright or reclined, 
you’re always perfectly 
supported.

Lower the headrest to the 
sleep position with one simple 
movement.

Adjust the Stressless® glide 
wheels to the setting of your 
desire. You can automatically 
shift to any seating position 
simply by using your body 
weight.

easy-to-move  ottoman features 
built-in glide  system that adjusts 
to your body movement 
for ultimate comfort.

Comfort zones™ give you a 
better seating comfort, as the 
indentations let you sink 
deeper into the seat and back 
of the recliner. 
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The perforated foam is molded directly over the frame. The indentations in our 
new Comfort-zones™ technology let your body sink deeper into the seat, giving 
you an overall embraced feeling for even more enhanced personal comfort.

An additional pad of soft space-age foam ensures optimum comfort.

Super-soft polyester fiber cushions your body and ensures an attractive look.

Durable steel frame and flexo springs for superior resilience and continuous 
support.

Plus™ system provides continuous support for your head and lower back. 
Double-sided mechanism ensures maximum stability and functionality.

genuine top-grain leather or fabric covers the entire seat, for a luxurious look 
and feel.

unique Stressless® glide system automatically adjusts to your body weight.

Two-stem base adds superior stability.

For maximum mobility, swivel actions lets you easily turn 360˚.

DiSCoVer THe SeCreTS oF PerSoNAL ComForT

We all come in different shapes and sizes, and when it comes to personal 

comfort we want to give you the freedom to choose. That’s why most 

Stressless® designs are available in three sizes, some in two – so you can 

choose the one design that complements your frame.

PerSoNALizeD ComForT

Stressless® Magic (S), Stressless® Magic (M) and Stressless® Magic (l). our complete 
range of models is shown on pages 60-67.

ThrOuGhOuT The CaTalOGue Our SPeCial STreSSleSS® 
feaTureS Will Be PreSenTeD in MOre DeTail.

a STreSSleSS® feaTure

upright position reclined Fully reclined
with sleep function

360° swing

ekornes® is proudly 
endorsed by the American 
Chiropractic Association.
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The Comfort test™ was developed to make sure that you feel and 

experience every aspect of Stressless® comfort as well as all our 

patented features. Taking the test also shows you everything that 

really matters when you’re choosing the recliner you’re going to 

enjoy for many years to come. You can take the Comfort test™ in 

just 5 minutes, but most people relax and enjoy it for much longer.

Do you have the feeling that the 
seat back reclines sufficiently?

Can you adjust the 
headrest so that it lies 
flat when you recline?

is your head supported 
comfortably as you lie down 
to read or watch TV?

Does the chair provide good 
lumbar support in all positions?

is the recliner complemented 
by a matching reclining sofa?

Does the gliding movement 
smoothly adjust to your 
body weight?

Are the height and width 
of the chair right for you?

is the ottoman positioned in 
the right place to give you 
maximum leg support?

Do the chair and ottoman
move with you as you shift 
positions?

Are you aware of how 
your entire body relaxes?

1
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Stressless® recliners come in many different designs and sizes. 
Find your favourite and create your own comfort bubble!

TAKe THe ComForT TeST™ – You’LL 
iNSTANTLY FeeL THe DiFFereNCe
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Stressless® Consul recliner is shown in Paloma grey/Natural.

Stressless® Sunrise Medium recliner is shown in Batick latte/Wenge.
ekornes® Corner table.

A Stressless® recliner should feel custom-made to your body type. They come 

in different sizes, with slightly different designs and can match any décor. 

And, when the choice is made, it is with one target in mind; lifelong comfort. 

The timeless design allows Stressless® recliners to fit perfectly into most 

interiors, and our wide range of  leather, fabrics and wood in different colors 

makes it easy to match your furnishing and interior style. 

even if Stressless® comes in many different designs, they all have one thing 

in common; the unique comfort you instantly will recognize when seated. it’s 

the way it glides back smoothly – adding perfect support in all positions. it’s 

how it gently swings – with effortless ease and stability. And it’s how the 

adjustable ottoman completes the total feeling of relaxation – all the way 

down to your feet. every single detail is designed with your well-being in 

focus. Try it at your nearest Stressless®-dealer and find your personal 

favourite. 

THe ArT oF mAKiNg THe rigHT CHoiCe

Stressless® Wing recliner is shown in Paloma Black/Black.

Stressless® reno recliner is shown in royalin amarone/Cherry.
Stressless® Swing table.

Stressless® royal large recliner is 
shown in Paloma Black/Brown stained.
Stressless® Swing table.
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STreSSleSS® VOyaGer MeDiuM
STreSSleSS® VOyaGer larGe

Stressless® Voyager Medium and Stressless® 
Voyager large recliners shown in Paloma 

Camel/Wenge. our complete range of models 
is shown on pages 60-67.

With its characteristic and innovative design, 

the Stressless® Voyager brings a new and 

exciting dimension to the Stressless® 

collection. The narrow shape of the back 

makes it look smaller than it really is. The 

comfort is, of course, unrivalled. The soft 

cushioning feels sumptuous and luxurious 

as you relax, while it embraces and supports 

your body. We recommend that you try it – 

you won’t regret it.

uNriVALLeD ComForT 
iN NeW DeSigN

STreSSLeSS® VoYAger meDium (m)
STreSSLeSS® VoYAger LArge (L)

eKorNeS® CorNer TAbLe
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New

STreSSLeSS® mAgiC SmALL (S)
STreSSLeSS® mAgiC meDium (m)

STreSSLeSS® mAgiC LArge (L)

STreSSleSS® leGenD
STreSSleSS® MaGiC MeDiuM

Stressless® legend Sofas and Stressless® 
Magic Medium recliner shown in Paloma 

rock/Wenge. Stressless® Duo table. 
our complete range of models is shown on 

pages 60-67.

STreSSLeSS® LegeND
LoW-bACK

STreSSLeSS® LegeND
HigH-bACK

beST ComForT eVer!

a STreSSleSS® feaTure

Last year we introduced Stressless® magic, 

featuring an extremely soft cushioning made 

of specially designed foam. This unique 

cushioning feels instantly sumptuous and 

luxurious as you relax while it embraces and 

supports your body. 

Now, you can enjoy the same level of ultimate 

comfort on the new matching sofas, Stressless® 

Legend and Stressless® Wizard (pages 16-17) 

as well as the new recliner Stressless® Voyager 

(pages 10-11). 
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STreSSleSS® leGenD
STreSSleSS® MaGiC larGeNew

Stressless® legend sectional and Stressless® Magic large recliner 
shown in Classic Vanilla/Wenge. Stressless® Duo table with Stressless® 
Duo ottoman. our complete range of models is shown on pages 60-67.

The new Stressless® Duo ottoman can be 

used as a footstool, or as a small table. 

Simply take the wooden table inserted into 

the side and place it on the top, and you have 

a convenient small and movable table. if not 

in use, you can easily place it under the 

Stressless® Duo Table. The ottomans are 

lightweight, making them easy to move. 

Stressless® Duo table is made from high 

quality toughened glass, and is available in 

all ekornes wood colors to to match your 

interior. Add up to four Stressless® Duo 

ottomans and the result is the epitome of 

functional design. 

PrACTiCAL AND 
FuNCTioNAL DeSigN

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry



STreSSleSS® WizarD
STreSSleSS® MaGiC MeDiuM
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New

STreSSLeSS® WizArD
LoW-bACK

STreSSLeSS® WizArD
HigH-bACK

Wood trim on sofas give a stylish and classic 

look, as well as more options to complement 

your living area with other furniture. The 

Stressless® Wizard features extremely soft 

cushioning made of specially designed foam, 

and elegant wooden details of laminated 

beech, available in seven different colors. The 

combination of elegant laminated wood and 

the finest leather has, for decades, been a 

distinctive tradition of the Scandinavian 

furniture design, with an unsurpassed quality 

that is not obtained elsewhere. We are 

convinced that Stressless® Wizard will please 

your body as well as your eyes. 

A SoFA borN 
To PLeASe You

Stressless® Wizard Sofas and Stressless® 
Magic Medium recliner shown in royalin Dark 

Brown/Brown stained. Stressless® Duo table 
with Stressless® Duo ottoman. our complete 

range of models is shown on pages 60-67.

STreSSLeSS® mAgiC SmALL (S)
STreSSLeSS® mAgiC meDium (m)

STreSSLeSS® mAgiC LArge (L)
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STreSSleSS® e200

ErgoAdapt®

the long Seat automatically tilts 
down, giving your legs perfect 
support when seated, while staying 
completely flat when you prefer to 
lie down.

Lying down flat, no tilt  
When you lie down on the sofa, the seat stays completely 
flat, offering exquisite comfort and giving you full 
advantage of the oversized seat.

From zero position to tilt position
the new Stressless® ergoadapt® system automatically 
tilts the seat as you sit down – providing the perfect 
degree of comfort and support.

Sit down and feel your body submerge into the soft 

cushion of a Stressless® e200, e300 or Long Seat. 

experience how the sofa adjusts to your body, 

providing you with a perfect sitting angle. Now, do 

the same lying down. The feeling is the same; only 

now the seat stays completely flat. ultimate comfort. 

That’s the geniality of the ergoAdapt® system. it is 

built into the seat base and provides you with optimal 

comfort, whether you wish to sit or lie down.

Stressless® e200 sectional with long Seat and 
headrest shown in Paloma Chilli red/Steel 
legs. ekornes® Jazz round table. our complete 
range of models is shown on pages 60-67.

STreSSLeSS® SoFA WiTH 
ergo ADAPT® – WHeTHer 
You SiT or Lie DoWN

a STreSSleSS® feaTure

STreSSLeSS® LoNg 
SeAT – PerFeCT For 
STreTCHiNg ouT

The ergoAdapt® system is built into the 

seat base of the Long Seat, providing 

ultimate comfort in any position. The seat 

automatically tilts down, giving your 

legs perfect support when seated, while 

staying completely flat when you prefer 

to lie down. The Long Seat can be 

freestanding, or attached to a 2-seater or 

3-seater, in a Stressless® e200 and 

Stressless® e300 sofa concept. it also 

has individual replaceable back cushions 

in either fabric or leather.
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STreSSleSS® e200

ErgoAdapt®

Stressless® e200 sectional with long Seat and 
headrest shown in fabric SpaMole/Steel legs. 
Stressless® Jazz in Batick Snow.

Stressless® e200 sectional with long Seat is shown in Batick Snow/Steel legs. 
Stressless® Coffee table. Stressless® Soft ottoman.

Stressless® e200 2-seater with long Seat in Batick Black/Steel legs. our complete range of models is shown on pages 60-67.

The stressless® Coffee Table 
proves that a table can be so much 
more than just a table. The clever 
design makes it fit perfectly above 
the seat of your sofa, ensuring 
that your snack or beverage is 
never more than an arm’s length 
away. Stressless® Coffee table can 
also be used as a side table, and 
if you put two of them together 
they form an ingenious sofa table.

STreSSLeSS® e200
LoNg SeAT

STreSSLeSS® e200
2-SeATer

STreSSLeSS® e200
1-SeAT

STreSSLeSS® e200
3-SeATer

STreSSLeSS® e200
C32/23

STreSSLeSS® e200
2-SeATer WiTH LoNg SeAT

SiT eVeN beTTer!

Where the ergoAdapt® system provides you 

with the best comfort, whether you wish to 

sit or lie down, our new and flexible headrest 

makes the seating experience even better. 

The eccentric movement of the headrest is 

easily adjusted by a handgrip, allowing you 

to find your optimal seating position, as 

shown in the picture above. The headrest can 

be used on existing e200 or e300 units, and 

is easily mounted without tools. The Long 

Seat has its own specially adapted headrest 

with the same innovative functions.

a STreSSleSS® feaTure

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry



ErgoAdapt®
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STreSSleSS® e300

New

STreSSLeSS® e300
LoNg SeAT

STreSSLeSS® e300
2-SeATer

STreSSLeSS® e300
1-SeAT

STreSSLeSS® e300
3-SeATer

STreSSLeSS® e300
C32/23

STreSSLeSS® e300
2-SeATer WiTH LoNg SeAT

Stressless® e300 sofas shown in fabric Siena Brown/Steel legs. 

With the combination of comfort and flexibility, the on 

Stressless® e200/e300 with the ergoAdapt® system have 

become a great success, following their introduction to the 

market two years ago. We are now making them even more 

versatile, by introducing a 1-seater and a side wall. This 

gives you even more possibilities for configuring your own 

model, as well as making it easier to furnish your living area. 

The fantastic comfort is, of course, still the same.

Stressless® e300 sectional with long Seat and headrest 
shown in Paloma Khaki/Steel legs. our complete range 
of models is shown on pages 60-67.

SAme ComForT – NeW oPTioNS
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STreSSleSS® Jazz MeDiuM
STreSSleSS® Jazz larGe

STreSSLeSS® JAzz meDium (m)
STreSSLeSS® JAzz LArge (L)

Time For 
STreSSLeSS® JAzz

it’s funky. it’s groovy. it’s classy. it’s 

Stressless® Jazz. With its elegant lines, 

smooth surfaces and stainless steel 

curves the award-winning recliner truly 

lives up to its name. When you sit down, 

you immediately sense the renowned 

Stressless® comfort. This is a harmonious 

fusion of function and comfort that really 

strikes the right note. Yes, it’s cool – it’s 

Jazz.

CLoSe AT HAND

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry

Stressless® Flexi table. This table is height-

adjustable and the glass plate can easily be 

tilted and transformed into a standing PC-table 

for Stressless® blues and Stressless® Jazz.  

Stressless® Jazz Medium and Stressless® Jazz large recliners shown in Paloma Cerise. 
Stressless® Flexi table. our complete range of models is shown on pages 60-67.



STreSSleSS® BlueS
STreSSleSS® SOul
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iN rHYTHm WiTH STreSSLeSS® bLueS AND 
STreSSLeSS® SouL

Chill out. Close your eyes. Feel the rhythm. experience the seat responding to your 

slightest movement, exactly as the lead vocal responds to the smallest clash from 

the guitar. meet Stressless® blues and Stressless® Soul. Stylish, soft and sophisticated. 

We’ve combined a sleek stainless steel frame and classical Stressless® lines, 

accompanied with the patented Stressless® features, to create a new blend of 

comfort and style. exactly as a musician would compose it – in rhythm.

Stressless® Soul Sofa and Stressless® Blues large recliner shown in Paloma Black. ekornes® Jazz Sofa table. our complete range of models is shown on pages 60-67.

STreSSLeSS® bLueS meDium (m)
STreSSLeSS® bLueS LArge (L)

STreSSLeSS® SouL
HigH-bACK

STreSSLeSS® SouL
LoW-bACK

Stressless® Blues large recliner shown in 
Paloma Black. Stressless® Flexi table.



STreSSleSS® SPaCe larGe 
STreSSleSS® TauruS
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STreSSLeSS® orioN (m)
STreSSLeSS® TAuruS (L)

STreSSLeSS® SPACe  LArge
LoW-bACK

STreSSLeSS® SPACe  LArge
HigH-bACK

ComForTAbLe oNLiNe

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry

Lean back comfortably. Surf the web and read your e-mails. 

Your favorite recliner is the perfect place to type away on 

your laptop. The only concern is that your thighs heat up, as 

the computer gets hotter. Not to worry. The ultimate solution 

is the Stressless® Personal table. it provides a firm and 

stable workspace directly above your lap. You can move 

around, and enjoy all the comfortable, ergonomic advantages 

a Stressless® recliner offers. When you’re finished, simply 

swing the table aside and fold it down alongside the recliner. 

Stressless® taurus recliner in Paloma Cognac/
Wenge. Stressless® Personal table.

Stressless® Space large Sofa shown in 
Paloma Cognac/round Steel legs and 

Stressless® taurus recliner and Stressless® 
Double ottoman in Paloma Cognac/Wenge. 
our complete range of models is shown on 

pages 60-67.
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STreSSleSS® ariOn
STreSSleSS® OriOn

STreSSLeSS® orioN (m)
STreSSLeSS® TAuruS (L)

STreSSLeSS® ArioN
HigH-bACK

STreSSLeSS® ArioN
LoW-bACKThe combinations are available with the following models:  Stressless® Arion, Stressless® eldorado, Stressless® granada, Stressless® 

Legend, Stressless® Paradise medium and Large, Stressless® Wave, and Stressless® Space Large. For more information, see page 65 
or visit Stressless® Design online at www.ekornes.com

bC 23mC 22 mC 23bC 22

Stressless® arion sectional shown in Batick 
Snow/Black wooden hoop and Stressless® 

orion recliner in Batick Snow/Black. 
our complete range of models is shown on 

pages 60-67.

Lie down. Sit up. Stretch out. Curl up. 

A medium Corner or a big Corner is 

the perfect complement to bring your 

sofa group together. Stressless® lets 

you choose from a number of 

combinations, so you can find your 

personal comfort corner.

A CorNer For 
VerSATiLiTY
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STreSSleSS® ariOn

STreSSLeSS® orioN (m)
STreSSLeSS® TAuruS (L)

STreSSLeSS® ArioN
HigH-bACK

STreSSLeSS® ArioN
LoW-bACK

Stressless® arion sectional shown in fabric 
ocean light grey/Steel hoop. Stressless® 
Duo table and Stressless® Duo ottomans. 

our complete range of models is shown on 
pages 60-67.

We TAKe our FAbriCS 
SeriouSLY

We take great pride in which textiles we 

choose as our Stressless® fabrics. our specially 

selected fabric collection meets the most 

stringent requirements in the furniture trade. 

Flame-retardant, eco-friendly and super-

strong, without loosing their exclusive feel 

and, of course, they are available in the latest 

color-trends and textures. 

read more about fabrics and maintenance on 

page 59.
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STreSSleSS® WaVe
STreSSleSS® PaCifiC

Stressless® Wave sectional shown in Paloma Black/round Steel legs and Stressless® atlantic recliner 
in Paloma Black/Black. ekornes® Jazz round table. 

STreSSLeSS® ATLANTiC (m)
STreSSLeSS® PACiFiC (L)

STreSSLeSS® WAVe 
HigH-bACK

STreSSLeSS® WAVe 
LoW-bACK

What often defines the difference between a 

good seating experience and a great seating 

experience – are the neat and clever details. 

The Stressless® easy Armrest table is such a 

detail. The clever design fits perfectly on top 

of the armrest, making it a practical and 

steady table. 

iT’S ALL iN THe DeTAiLS

Stressless® Pacific recliner shown in Batick 
Navy Blue/Brown stained and Stressless® 

Wave Sofas in fabric Sienna Marine/round 
Steel legs. our complete range of models is 

shown on pages 60-67.

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry



STreSSleSS® ParaDiSe MeDiuM
STreSSleSS® ParaDiSe larGe

STreSSleSS® DreaM
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STreSSLeSS® PArADiSe meDium 
STreSSLeSS® PArADiSe LArge 

HigH-bACK

STreSSLeSS® PArADiSe meDium 
STreSSLeSS® PArADiSe LArge 

LoW-bACK

Stressless® Paradise Medium Sofas shown in Paloma light grey/Wenge and Stressless® Dream recliner in Paloma® Black/Wenge. 
Stressless® ellipse table. ekornes® Pegasus Sofa table. ekornes® Corner table. 

STreSSLeSS® ViSioN (S)
STreSSLeSS® DreAm (m)
STreSSLeSS® SPiriT (L)

Stressless® offers a wide range of designs that complement 

each other perfectly. This way you don’t need to worry about 

not finding a matching chair or sofa – and you certainly don’t 

need to compromise when you decorate your home. Just find 

the furniture that suits you and match it with a complementing 

design. As shown in the picture below, the Stressless® 

Paradise and the Stressless® Dream are a perfect match.

ComPLemeNTiNg DeSigN

ekornes® ellipse table. this flexible easy-to-move table is ideal, because when 
you’re in your ‘comfort zone’ you can easily reach everything you need.

Stressless® Paradise large Sofas shown in royalin 
tigereye/Brown stained. our complete range of 

models is shown on pages 60-67.
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STreSSleSS® elDOraDO
STreSSleSS® renO

STreSSleSS® elDOraDO
STreSSleSS® renO

STreSSLeSS® TAmPA (S)
STreSSLeSS® reNo (m)
STreSSLeSS® VegAS (L)

 STreSSLeSS® eLDorADo (m)
LoW-bACK

Stressless® eldorado Sofas and Stressless® 
reno recliner are shown in Classic Vanilla/

Natural. our complete range of models is 
shown on pages 60-67.

STreSSLeSS® eLDorADo (m) 
HigH-bACK

WHY Size mATTerS

Living rooms come in different shapes and 

sizes. That’s exactly why we offer several sofa 

designs in two sizes. Take a closer look at the 

Stressless® eldorado on this page, and 

Stressless® granada on the next, and you’ll 

see what we mean. They’re basically the same 

sofa, but the difference in size allows more 

comfort-lovers to have one at home.



STreSSleSS® GranaDa
STreSSleSS® VeGaS
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Stressless® granada Sofas and Stressless® 
Vegas recliner are shown in Paloma taupe/

Natural. ekornes® Pegasus Sofa table. 
our complete range of models is shown on 

pages 60-67.

 STreSSLeSS® grANADA (L)
LoW-bACK

STreSSLeSS® grANADA (L)
HigH-bACK

STreSSLeSS® TAmPA (S)
STreSSLeSS® reNo (m)
STreSSLeSS® VegAS (L)

a STreSSleSS® feaTure

HeAVeN iS  
A TWiST AWAY

Stressless® recliners and sofas are designed 

and built to be more stable, to recline further 

and to adjust smoothly. it simply stretches to 

that extra degree of comfort you have come 

to expect. This means that it’s more responsive 

to the way your body moves. You never have 

to force it to do anything – simply move, and 

it moves with you. Your key to it all is the 

Stressless® glide wheel: adjust its grip to how 

you like it, and leave it that way. And, of 

course, each sofa seat has its own glide 

wheel.



STreSSleSS® BuCkinGhaM
STreSSleSS® kenSinGTOn
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STreSSLeSS® CHeLSeA (S)
STreSSLeSS® mAYFAir (m)

STreSSLeSS® KeNSiNgToN (L)

STreSSLeSS® buCKiNgHAm
HigH-bACK

STreSSLeSS® buCKiNgHAm
LoW-bACK

Stressless® Buckingham Sofas and 
Stressless® Kensington recliner shown in 
Paloma Black/Natural. ekornes® Windsor 

Sofa table. our complete range of models is 
shown on pages 60-67.

HigH-bACK or LoW-bACK – 
CHooSe Your ComForT

Sofas serve different purposes. Some are for 

lounging back, reading or watching television, 

others are for making guests feel at home or 

for enjoying long lazy afternoons. That’s why 

all Stressless® sofas are available in both 

high-back and low-back with individually 

adjusting  seats. Choose the combination you 

desire for any sized living space or setting.   

a STreSSleSS® feaTure



STreSSleSS® WinDSOr
STreSSleSS® Mayfair
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Stressless® Windsor Sofa and Stressless® 
Mayfair recliner shown in Paloma light grey/

Wenge. our complete range of models is 
shown on pages 60-67.

STreSSLeSS® CHeLSeA (S)
STreSSLeSS® mAYFAir (m)

STreSSLeSS® KeNSiNgToN (L)

STreSSLeSS® WiNDSor
HigH-bACK

STreSSLeSS® WiNDSor
LoW-bACK

STreSSLeSS® SWiNg 
TAbLe – eNHANCiNg 
Your ComForT

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry

The Stressless® Swing table is a practical and 

innovative accessory that heightens your 

state of comfort in a Stressless® recliner. This 

small, versatile, table carries your remote, 

cup, book or whatever else you keep handy. 

it fits most recliners with our famous round 

base, except Stressless® Vision, Dream, Spirit, 

Jazz, blues and magic.



ekOrneS® OSlO
STreSSleSS® renO
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ekornes® oslo Sofas and Stressless® reno 
recliner are shown in Paloma Black/Natural. 

ekornes® Windsor Sofa table. our complete 
range of models is shown on pages 60-67.

When you decorate at home, you want to give it your personal touch. The 

ekornes® oslo sofa lets you choose between a wood trim or padded leather/

fabric front. The Stressless® reno is designed to perfectly match the fixed- 

back sofa. So, with its timeless design and a few personal adjustments you 

can customize your own set.

giVe iT Your PerSoNAL TouCH

STreSSLeSS® TAmPA (S)
STreSSLeSS® reNo (m)
STreSSLeSS® VegAS (L)

eKorNeS® oSLo
WiTH WooD Trim

eKorNeS® oSLo
WiTH uPHoLSTereD Trim



ekOrneS® ManhaTTan
STreSSleSS® elDOraDO
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our Stressless® ottoman is ingenious in at 

least two ways: it has our built-in tilt system, 

so the angle of the ottoman adjusts to your 

sitting position for even more comfort, and 

under its removable top there’s plenty of 

room for your remotes, magazines and all 

those little extras. 

eKorNeS® mANHATTAN

STreSSLeSS® eLDorADo 

STreSSLeSS® TAmPA (S)
STreSSLeSS® reNo (m)
STreSSLeSS® VegAS (L)

ekornes® Manhattan Sofas and Stressless® 
eldorado recliner shown in Paloma Khaki/

Brown stained. our complete range of 
models is shown on pages 60-67.

A muLTiFuNCTioNAL 
exPerieNCe

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry
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Stressless® legend SC 1111 and 
Stressless® legend SC 111 are shown 

in Paloma Indigo.The light is dimmed; someone is taking a sip of his or her soda. You hear the faint rustling of a candy 
bar being opened to your right. The screen lights up and you recline to your preferred seating position.
regardless of the movie’s length, your body doesn’t stop moving. in fact, your body moves more than 

300 times during a film. in other words – this is the perfect place for a Stressless®.

A Stressless® home theater setup looks great. Not only does a Stressless® home theater 

setup look great, it provides the exceptional comfort and clever storage solutions that 

enhance your viewing pleasure and keep your living room free from clutter. 

STreSSleSS® hOMe TheaTer 
STreSSleSS® leGenDSTreSSLeSS® Home THeATer FurNiTure 

– heightens every movie experience
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STreSSleSS® hOMe TheaTer 
STreSSleSS® ariOn

ComForTAbLe, NeAT AND 
STYLiSH AT THe SAme Time

A good movie grabs you and holds you in your seat. 

To add to the Stressless® home theater experience, 
we have created the armrest table, the sector table 
and armrest, as well as the ottomans; clever 
solutions that bring tidiness and smart looks to the 
front row. everyone can have a table within reach. 
Your remotes, popcorn, drinks or snacks can be 
placed on, or in, the neat storage places that also 
function as tables. Front, center or aisle – we 
guarantee you a perfect view. 

muLTiFuNCTioNAL oTTomANS
our ottomans are ingenious in many ways. They are, of 
course, excellent as footrests, but they can also be used as 
tables or storage spaces. The Stressless® Double ottoman 
offers ample space to put your feet up, and the storage space 
hides a tabletop which can be placed over the ottoman. The 
Stressless® oval ottoman has a removable pillow, so it 
doubles up as a convenient table. 

Stressless® arion SC 11 shown 
in Paloma Chilli red/Steel legs. 
Stressless® oval ottoman. 
our complete range of models 
is shown on pages 60-67.

Stressless® arion SC 121 shown in Batick Snow/Wenge. 
Stressless® Double ottoman.

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry
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When you sit down, it feels great. When you look at 

it, it looks great. When you see a movie from it, it 

heightens the movie experience. The patented Plus™ 

system lets the neck support move in parallel to the 

lumbar support. Together with the height-adjustable 

headrest, you’re good to go for hours in front of the 

big screen. Choose between the ordinary armrest, 

enjoy the practical features of the Stressless® easy 

armrest table or the Stressless® Corner table. 

Perhaps you desire the multifunctionality of the 

upholstered Sector or Sector Arm that can replace 

the armrest in fixed arrangements. Watching a movie 

from a Stressless® home theater setup is simply 

remarkable.

SimPLY greAT

Stressless® Wave SCa 121 shown in Paloma 
Khaki/Steel legs. Stressless® oval ottoman. 

Stressless® Wave Ct 121 shown in 
Batick Snow/round wooden legs, 
ekornes® Corner table, 
Stressless® easy armrest table,  
Stressless® Double ottoman. 
our complete range of models is 
shown on pages 60-67.

STreSSleSS® hOMe TheaTer 
STreSSleSS® WaVe

Stressless® Space large SC 11 shown in Classic Vanilla/Steel hoops, Stressless® easy armrest table, Stressless® Double ottoman. 
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New

W

W

W

W

W

▸ ekornes® Corner Table (CT) combines the need for a table with the 
need for individual positioning of the chairs and sofas. The Corner 
Table is free-standing, allowing you to re-organise the furniture when 
needed. Corner Table can be placed with any chair/sofa combination.

regardless of how much available space you have for you home theater setup, there is always a place for a Stressless®. The geniality lies in the flexible mod-
ules. Find your favorite model, and pick your ideal arrangement from the size and positioning chart. We’ve sketched a few possible configurations from a variety 
of our styles. See www.ekornes.com for a complete overview and measurements for each model.

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

◂ The Stressless® Sector (SC) and Stressless® Sector Arm (SCA) with 
table are upholstered like the sofa and hide a storage space under 
the top. The Sector/Sector Arm also function as an armrest, which 
is why setups with Sector/Sector Arm should be treated as a fixed 
unit.

it’s a bold statement, but with Stressless® 

Legend we are convinced that we are 

introducing the best home theater seating 

ever. Featuring an extremely soft cushioning 

made of specially designed foam, the 

Stressless® Legend seats feel instantly 

sumptuous and luxurious as you relax, while 

they embrace and support your body. The 

Stressless® Duo ottomans have a wooden 

table inserted into the side, which can be 

placed on top and used as a small table. 

Life at the movies has never felt or looked 

this good. You won’t believe it, until you’ve 

tried it!

moVie Time WiTH 
uNriVALLeD ComForT  

STreSSleSS® hOMe TheaTer 
STreSSleSS® leGenD

sector (sC) sector Arm (sCA) Corner table (CT)

Stressless® legend SC 121 shown in 
Paloma rock/round steel legs. 

Stressless® Duo ottoman. our complete 
range of models is shown on pages 60-67.

stressless® Arion
SCA 11,  W:82" 
SCA 12,  W:102" 
SCA 111,  W:115 ¾" 
SCA 22,  W:124 ½"
SCA 121,  W:137 ½"

stressless® Legend
SCA 11,  W:82" 
SCA 12,  W:102" 
SCA 111,  W:115 ¾" 
SCA 22,  W:124 ½"
SCA 121,  W:137 ½"

stressless® space Large 
SCA 11,  W:89"
SCA 12,  W:112 ¼"
SCA 111,  W:125 ½"
SCA 22,  W:138 ¼"
SCA 121,  W:150 ¾"

stressless® wave
SCA 11,  W:82"
SCA 12,  W:102" 
SCA 111,  W:115 ¾" 
SCA 22,  W:124 ½"
SCA 121,  W:137 ¼"

stressless® Arion
SC 11,  W:72 ½"
SC 12,  W:93 ¾"
SC 111,  W:108 ¼"
SC 22,  W:115"
SC 121,  W:130"

stressless® Legend
SC 11,  W:72 ½"
SC 12,  W:93 ¾"
SC 111,  W:108 ¼"
SC 22,  W:115”
SC 121,  W:130”

stressless® space Large 
SC 11,  W:82 ½"
SC 12,  W:107 ½"
SC 111,  W:120 ½"
SC 22,  W:132"
SC 121, W:145 ½"

stressless® wave
SC 11,  W:72 ¼"
SC 12,  W:94 ½"
SC 111,  W:108 ¼" 
SC 22,  W:115 ¾"
SC 121,  W:130"

stressless® Arion
CT 11,  W:93" 
CT 12,  W:113" 
CT 111,  W:138 ¼" 
CT 22,  W:132 ¾"
CT 121,  W:159 ¾"

stressless® Legend
CT 11,  W:87" 
CT 12,  W:107" 
CT 111,  W:137" 
CT 22,  W:126 ¾"
CT 121,  W:157 ¾"

stressless® space Large
CT 11,  W:106 ¼" 
CT 12,  W:129 ½" 
CT 111,  W:154 ¾" 
CT 22,  W:152 ¼"
CT 121,  W:179"

stressless® wave
CT 11,  W:93" 
CT 12,  W:113 ¼" 
CT 111,  W:137" 
CT 22,  W:133 ¾"
CT 121,  W:158 ½"



59 eKorNeS® oFFerS Four TYPeS oF LeATHerS – eACH iN A FuLL rANge oF CoLorS ALTerNATiVe LegS Distinct designs to choose from, to match your own interior and taste.

steel leg, round
Arion
Space Large
Wave
Sector/Sector Arm
big Corner
medium Corner
e200
e300

steel hoop
Space Large
Wave

wooden hoop 
(laminated)
Space Large
Wave

wooden leg, square
Space Large
Wave

stressless® Jazz leg
Space Large

steel hoop
Arion

wooden hoop 
Arion

wooden leg, round
Arion
Space Large
Wave
Sector/Sector Arm
big Corner
medium Corner
e200
e300

stressless® Fabrics
our specially selected fabric collection meets the 
most severe requirements in the furniture trade. 
Stressless®  fabrics are produced according to strict 
conditions with respect to nature; they are also 
prepared for heavy-duty use, light tolerance and 
flammability. Choose from the Cocoon, oasis, 
ocean, Siena, Spa and Dinamica ranges in a wide 
selection of colors that match your interior.

About fabric
Please note that color changes will occur with time, 
as a result of use and the effect of light. You should 
always protect your furniture from direct sunlight. 
To prolong the life and appearance of your chair or 
sofa, the fabric upholstery should be regularly 
cleaned.

The stressless® wooden colors
made from laminated european beech, a light-colored wood with an attractive grain, exceptionally 
suitable for staining in various colors. Also, the strength of the wood makes beech furniture extremely 
durable.

bATiCk is a corrected, pigment improved and grain embossed 
upholstery leather, which has had most of its natural marks removed. 
batick may have a two-tone color effect to liven up the surface. batick is 
resistant to fading, although changes in color will occur over time due 
to use and exposure to light. A protective layer of lacquer simplifies 
cleaning. Simple cleaning, excellent durability and a reasonable price 
make batick a good choice.

CLAssiC is a corrected, pigment improved and grain embossed 
upholstery leather. Classic is somewhat thicker and has a larger pebbled 
grain than batick. most of its natural marks are removed. Also, some of 
the Classic colors have a two-tone color effect to liven up the surface. A 
protective layer of lacquer simplifies cleaning. Classic is a wise choice if 
you want leather with excellent durability.

PALOMA is a slightly corrected leather with a combination of dyes 
and pigments that smoothes down some of the structure (the grain 
pattern) of the leather. The grain structure in Paloma may, however, 
vary a little at some parts of the furniture, and also minor color nuances 
may appear in the leather. Natural marks, scars and insect bites are 
natural and will appear in Paloma. A thin coat of lacquer gives Paloma 
some protection and simplifies cleaning, but Paloma does not have the 
same heavy-duty quality and protection as batick and Classic. Due to its 
soft, natural and comfortable expression, Paloma is a very popular choice.

ROYALiN is the most exclusive of ekornes’s leather types, but also 
the most vulnerable. royalin is a type of leather with natural pebbled 
grain and structure, and may have minor color nuances and some 
natural marks. This is characteristic for a natural material such as 
royalin. A very light surface treatment provides a certain protection, but 
royalin absorbs moisture easily, and is extra vulnerable to wear and 
tear, heat, sunlight, spills and perspiration. This requires greater care 
in use and more vulnerability to influence from direct contact with 
human skin (especially from neck/hair and hands). royalin has the 
softness and a rich warm glow that characterize first-class furniture 
leather. Variances including grain pattern and color are an inherent 
feature within royalin leather and are a natural mark of high quality.

ekornes® upholstery leather 
ekornes is one of europe’s largest consumers of leather. We 
purchase the leather from selected tanneries all over the world. 
our own inspectors take part in the leather selection, which is 
conducted in accordance with international norms for quality 
determination. The experience we have gained from this work is 
for your benefit when you buy Stressless® or ekornes® leather 
furniture. our leather is manufactured according to current laws, 
guidelines and recommendations on durability, and for the use 
and content of chemicals and other substances. We are coope-
rating with recognized international institutions in this line of 
business, to ensure that we are updated at all times with events 
relating to health, safety and the environment.

The leather for our furniture is a natural material that comes 
from cattle hides. 
When the hide has gone through a tanning process and further 
processing to achieve the correct durability properties, it is called 
leather. one characteristic of a hide is that it is marked by nature, 
vegetation and the care the animal has been subjected to. Cattle 
spend most of their lives outdoors, and will therefore be marked 
by external influences like insect bits, tears, scars, wrinkles, 
stretch marks, etc. 

The following are some of the properties of leather that you 
should be aware of: 
Leather is a natural product and is a beautiful and lively material 
used in furniture making. each hide is unique in its structure, 
appearance, nuance and size. ekornes may use several hides 
when making your furniture. This, together with the leather’s 
play of colors and natural marks, makes each piece of furniture 
unique. in time, the leather will age and gain patina. it is 
important that you are aware of one thing: although leather 
furniture can withstand a lot of wear and tear, its appearance will 
change with the years.
 
The following applies to all types of leather used by ekornes: 
Hide absorbs dyes differently and therefore the leather may have 
color nuances. These are due to dissimilarities and different fiber 
structures, which affect the coloring of the hide and how the hide 
absorbs the dyes during the tanning process. 

All our leather qualities are deep-dyed, but there could always be 
a deviation between the basic color of the hide (the color of the 
side that faces the upholstery side of the furniture), and the color 
of the grain side (the external side) i.e. the color of the outer 
layer. This is normal. it is possible to use the same basic color for 
leathers with different top colors.

Dyes and dyeing methods may vary between the different leather 
colors and leather qualities. Therefore, the basic color and the 
color of the top layer (which forms the wear layer and the final 
desired color of the finished product) of a given leather quality 
may differ.

Some of the leather dyes have a two-tone color effect (shadow/
antique effect). Leather dyed with a two-tone effect may change 
character faster and wear more unevenly than leather with just 
one color. This applies in particular to areas of the furniture that 
are exposed to harder wear such as armrests, seat cushions and 
neck supports. 

The top layer protects the leather and simplifies cleaning, but is 
nonetheless vulnerable to soiling and wear. if the top layer/top 
color is destroyed, the leather may deteriorate faster. Penetrating 
spills/damage/scratches are normally irreparable and may 
result in the top color changing character, cracking or peeling 
off.  

Please note that denim clothing and jeans may leave color on the 
leather, which is difficult to remove without risking destruction 
of the top color of the leather. Light leather colors, in particular, 
are vulnerable to such color contamination. 

All furniture leather sold by ekornes is resistant to light, but 
changes in color may occur as a result of use and extensive 
exposure to light. Consequently, furniture should not be exposed 
to direct sunlight or direct heat from heaters and other sources of 
heat. Leather is vulnerable to exposure to oils from direct contact 
with human skin (especially of the neck and hands). 

remember: leather has a relatively long life-time, but can easily 
be destroyed by incorrect handling.

in addition to regularly removing stains, we recommend that the leather is cleaned with the Stressless® 
Leather Cleaner at least every 6 months. Always apply protection cream after cleaning. Please see 
www.ekornes.com for further information about maintaining your leather furniture.
 
The Stressless® Fabric Care kit contains a fabric cleaner, a stain remover and ‘ox cleaner’. This kit 
gives you everything you need to clean a piece of furniture in just minutes, without removing the 
fabric cover. For resistant stains, use the Fabric Cleaner together with the Stain remover and ‘ox 
Cleaner’.
 
These are the only cleaners ekornes will approve. ekornes will decline all responsibility in cases where 
other products than those approved by ekornes have been used to maintain your leather and fabric 
furniture.

stressless® Leather and Fabric Care kits 
To match the high quality of our furniture, ekornes 
now offers its own leather and fabric (including 
microfiber) care series. 

The Stressless® Leather Care kit (medium, large) and 
the Stressless® Leather Care Wipes contain a leather 
cleaner, a protection cream and wipes. For nurturing, 
and making the leather more resistant to stains, the 
protection cream should be applied to all leather 
surfaces when your recliner is new. For later treatment, 
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sTRessLess® COFFee TAbLe 
A flexible and cleverly designed table in stainless 
steel and glass, that fits perfectly above the seat 
of your sofa. Your snack, or beverage, is never 
more than an arm’s length away. Stressless® 
Coffee table can also be used as a side table, 
and if you put two of them together they form 
an ingenious sofa table.

W:23 ½" H:19 ½" D:19 ½"

ekORNes® JAzz TAbLes
The ekornes® Jazz tables are made specifically to match Stressless® Jazz recliners. Choose between the round or rectangular versions, 
or the clever corner table that fits  perfectly between two recliners.

ekORNes® wiNdsOR TAbLe
enhance the décor of your home with our Windsor table. it features 
sleek, simple lines with a shelf below, perfect for storing remotes, 
books and magazines. The Windsor table is designed to complement 
both the Windsor and buckingham series. 

ekORNes® PegAsus TAbLe
The design complements the Pegasus collection with curved 
wood legs. A shelf beneath the tabletop is a good place to 
store newspapers, magazines  and remote controls.

sTRessLess® duO TAbLe 
made from high quality toughened glass with 
beech. Natural, or stained in the following colors: 
mahogany, teak, cherry, brown, wenge and black. 
Add up to four Stressless Duo ottomans and the 
result is the epitome of functional design. 
W:42 ½" D:33 ¾" H:17 ¼"

sTRessLess® duO OTTOMAN 
Can be used as a footstool, or as a small table. 
Simply take the wooden table inserted into the side, 
place it on the top, and you have a convenient small 
and movable table. if not in use, you can easily place 
it under the Stressless® Duo table.  

W:24" D:13 ¼" H:17 ¼"

Clause: ekornes is continuously developing its products, and disclaims potential product changes. We disclaim possible print errors and color differences in the catalogue.

All of our tables are developed to serve a 
special purpose. Some of them are designed 
to fulfil the unique Stressless® comfort 
experience, and some of them to complement 
specific Stressless® sofa series. The sofa 
tables with wooden legs are made of high-
quality toughened glass and beech, and are 
available in seven different wood colors to 
match your furnishing and interior style. 

FuNCTioNAL TAbLeS 
DeSigNeD For 
ComForT AND STYLe

a STreSSleSS® aCCeSSOry

reST Your LegS

r: 41 ¼" H: 17 ¾"L: 55" W: 35 ½" H: 17 ¾" L: 23 ¼" H: 17 ¾" W: 26 ¾" 

L: 50" W: 30 ¼" H: 19" L: 51 ½" W: 27 ½" H: 19"

ekORNes® CORNeR TAbLe
The free-standing Corner table fits 
perfectly between two Stressless® 
recliners, two sofas or a recliner and 
sofa. An ideal solution for home theater 
seating, or for any grouping when space 
is at a premium.

L: 27¼" H: 19" W: 23 ¾"

sTRessLess® eAsY ARMResT TAbLe 
This table is made for the Stressless® Arion, Space 
Large and Wave. Place the armrest for convenience 
when sitting and relaxing, or simply take it off or 
move it when not in use.

W: 9 ¾" H: 7" D: 9 ¾"

sTRessLess® FLexi TAbLe 
exclusively designed in stainless steel, and glass. 
This table is height-adjustable and the glass plate 
can easily be tilted and transformed into a standing 
PC-table for Stressless® blues and Stressless® Jazz.

W:15" L:19 ¼" H: 24 ½"

ekORNes®  eLLiPse TAbLe
Flexible and easy-to-move, our ellipse table 
keeps everything at hand wherever you choose 
to sit. Simply slide it in close, to maximize your 
comfort zone. 

W: 15" D: 19 ¼"  H: 21 ¼"-29 ¼"

sTRessLess® dOubLe OTTOMAN
The Double ottoman has plenty of leg room for two, plus 
ample storage space inside. The optional table top serves 
as a handy refreshment table that can be placed on the 
ottoman when needed.

W:47" – 60 ½" H: 19" D:24"

sTRessLess® OVAL OTTOMAN
The Stressless® oval ottoman has a removable pillow, 
thus doubling as a convenient table. When you don’t need 
it to rest your feet on, simply store the pillow below the 
tabletop.

W:37" H:18 ½" D:19 ¼" 

sTRessLess® MOdeRN ANd 
sTRessLess® sOFT OTTOMAN
our ottoman is ingenious in at least two ways. it has a 
built-in tilt system, which makes sure the angle of the 
ottoman is adapted to your sitting position. it also has 
room for all the extras, under its removable top. 
The ottoman comes in two sizes. W:20" D:15 ¾"  H:17 ¼" W:23 ½"  D:23 ½"  H:17 ¼" W:20 ¾"  D:19 ¼"  H:17 ¼" W:25 ¼"  D:27 ¼" H:17 ¼"
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Assembly Instruct ions

Hard Floor
Protector

Adjustable headrest * adjust to desired seat height when assembling the chair. 

Discover the world of comfort with our newest online feature, Stressless® Design online at www.ekornes.com Find your favorite Stressless® furniture. Discover the unique 

and innovative Stressless® solutions and combinations. Choose freely between all of the Stressless® fabrics, leather and wood colors, and finally – arrange the furniture in your 

own living room, without ever leaving your computer. bring a print to your local Stressless® dealer and try it out.

www.ekornes.com

STreSSLeSS® DeSigN oNLiNe

Congratulations! 
You are now proud owners of your very own Stressless® setup. With 

the help of the Stressless® Design online you have tailored your 

own setup according to your personal preferences. Who said it 

wasn’t easy?

stressless® Oxford small (s)
Chair, W:28 ¼" H:37 ¾" D:28"
Seat height: 15 ¾"
ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15 ¾"

stressless® Oxford Medium (M)
Chair, W:29 ½" H:39 ¼" D:28 ¼"
Seat height: 16 ½"
ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15 ¾"

stressless® Oxford Large (L)
Chair, W:33 ½" H: 39 ½" D:29 ¼"
Seat height: 17"
ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15 ¾"

stressless® Vision (s) 
Chair, W:31 ½ " H: 39 ¼"-43 ¾" 
D: 30" Seat height: 17 ¾" 
ottoman: W:22 ½" H:17 ¼" D:19 ¾"

stressless® dream (M)
Chair, W:34" H:39 ¾"-43 ¾" 
D:32 ¼" Seat height: 18"
ottoman, W:22 ½" H:17 ¼" D:19 ¾"

stressless® spirit (L)
Chair, W:37 ½" H:39 ¾"-43 ¾" 
D:32 ¼" Seat height: 18"
ottoman, W:22 ½" H:17 ¼" D:19 ¾"

stressless® Chelsea (s) 
Chair, W:29 ½" H:39 ¼" 
D:28 ¾" Seat height: 15 ¾"
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15" D:15 ¼"

stressless® Mayfair (M)
Chair, W:32" H:40 ½" 
D:28 ¾" Seat height: 15 ¾"
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15" D:15 ¼"

stressless® kensington (L)
Chair, W:35 ½" H:40 ½" 
D:30 ¼" Seat height: 16 ½"
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15" D:15 ¼"

stressless® Tampa (s) 
Chair, W:29 ½" H:37 ¾"-41 ¾" 
D:29 ½" Seat height: 15 ¾"
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15 ¾" D:16"

stressless® Reno (M)
Chair, W:31 ½" H:38 ½"-42 ½" 
D:29 ½" Seat height: 15 ¾"
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15 ¾" D:16"

stressless® Vegas (L)
Chair, W:34 ¾" H:38 ½"-42 ½" 
D:30 ¾" Seat height: 16 ½"
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15 ¾" D:16"

stressless® diplomat (s)
Chair, W:28 ¼" H:37" 
D:27 ½" Seat height: 15"
ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15 ¼"

stressless® Consul (M)
Chair, W:29 ½" H:39 ¼" 
D:28" Seat height: 15 ¾"
ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15 ¼"

stressless® Ambassador (L)
Chair, W:33 ½" H:39 ¼" 
D:30 ¼" Seat height: 16 ½"
ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15 ¼"

stressless® sunrise small (s)
Chair, W:29 ¼" H:39 ½" D:28 ¾" 
Seat height: 15 ¾"
ottoman, W:22 ½" H:15 ½" D:15 ¾"

stressless® sunrise Medium (M)
Chair, W: 31 ¼" H: 41 ½" 
D: 28 ¾"  Seat height: 16 ½"  
ottoman, W:22 ½" H:15 ½" D:15 ¾"

stressless® sunrise Large (L)
Chair, W:34 ½" H: 41 ½" 
D: 30 ¾"  Seat height: 16 ½"  
ottoman, W:22 ½" H:15 ½" D:15 ¾"

stressless® Magic small (s)
Chair, W:30 ½" H:38 ½ - 42 ½" D:30"
Seat height: 16 ½" 
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:17" D:22"

stressless® Magic Medium (M)
Chair, W:32 ½" H:39 ¾ - 43 ¾" D:30 ¼"
Seat height: 16 ½" 
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:17" D:22"

stressless® Magic Large (L)
Chair, W:36" H:39 ¾ - 43 ¾" D:32 ¼"
Seat height: 16 ½" 
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:17" D:22"

stressless® Voyager Medium (M)
Chair, W:32 ½" H:40 ¼" D:32"
Seat height: 16 ½" 
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:16 ½" D:20 ¼"

stressless® Voyager Large (L)
Chair, W:35 ¾" 43 ¼" D:32 ¼"
Seat height: 16 ½" 
ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:16 ½" D:20 ¼"

stressless® Royal Medium (M)
Chair, W:31" H:39 ½" D:29"
Seat height: 15 ¾"
ottoman, W:22" H:15 ¾"  D:16 ½"

stressless® Royal Large (L)
Chair, W:34 ¾" H:41" D:29" 
Seat height: 15 ¾"
ottoman, W:22" H:15 ¾"  D:16 ½"

stressless® Atlantic (M)
Chair, W:30" H:39" 
D:29 ½" Seat height: 17"
ottoman, W:20 ¾" H:16 ¼" D:14 ½"

stressless® Pacific (L)
Chair, W:33 ½" H:39" 
D:29 ½" Seat height: 17"
ottoman, W:20 ¾" H:16 ¼" D:14 ½"

stressless® Orion (M)
Chair, W:30" H:37 ¾"-41 ¾" 
D:29 ¼" Seat height: 17 ¾"
ottoman, W:20 ¾" H:16 ¼" D:14 ½"

stressless® Taurus (L)
Chair, W:33 ½" H:37 ¾"-41 ¾" 
D:29" Seat height: 17 ¾"
ottoman, W:20 ¾" H:16 ¼" D:14 ½"

stressless® wing (M)
Chair, W:29 ½" H:39 ¾" 
D:28" Seat height: 15 ¼"
ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15"

stressless® eagle (L)
Chair, W:33" H:40 ¼" D:30"
Seat height: 16 ½"
ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15"

stressless® Jazz Medium (M)
Chair, W: 33" H: 39"-43" D: 29 ½"  
Seat height: 15 ¾" or 17 ½" or 19"*
ottoman, W: 21 ½" H: 17 ¾" D: 14 ¾"

stressless® Jazz Large (L)
Chair, W: 36 ½" H: 40 ¼"-44" D: 30 ¼" 
Seat height: 16" or 17 ¾" or 19 ¼"*    
ottoman: W: 21 ½" H: 17 ¾" D: 14 ¾"

stressless® blues Medium (M)
Chair, W:33" H:40 ½" D:29 ¼"
Seat height: 15 ½" or 17" or 18 ½"*
ottoman, W:23" H:19" D:17 ¼"

stressless® blues Large (L)
Chair, W:36 ½" H:41 ¼" D:31 ½"
Seat height: 15 ¾" or 17 ½" or 19"*
ottoman, W:23" H:19" D:17 ¼"

sTRessLess® swiNg 
TAbLe D:11"
See page 44. 

sTRessLess® PeRsONAL 
TAbLe W:18 ½" D:13 ½"
See page 29.

HARd FLOOR PROTeCTOR 
Self-adhesive felt, sized to fit 
all signature ring-based 
Stressless® recliners, keeps 
your wood or tile floors in 
pristine condition.

sTRessLess® OTTOMAN 
eLeVATOR RiNg
The Stressless® ottoman 
elevator ring adds 1 ¼" to the 
height. Fits all free-standing 
ottomans produced after march 
1, 2004.

sTRessLess® 
eLeVATOR RiNg
Tall? give your Stressless® a 
boost with our elevator ring. 
gain nearly 1 ¼" of height and 
enhance your comfort.

sTRessLess® LeATHeR ANd 
FAbRiC CARe kiTs 
See page 59.

sTRessLess® ON iPAd 
Download “The ComforT 
ColleCTion” for ipad at 
App Store.
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Stressless® Atlantic (m) 
Stressless® Pacific (L)

Stressless® magic (S) 
Stressless® magic (m) 
Stressless® magic (L)

Stressless® orion (m) 
Stressless® Taurus (L)

Stressless® orion (m) 
Stressless® Taurus (L)

Stressless® Vision (S) 
Stressless® Dream (m) 
Stressless® Spirit (L)

Stressless® Tampa (S)
Stressless® reno (m)
Stressless® Vegas (L)

Stressless® Tampa (S)
Stressless® reno (m)
Stressless® Vegas (L)

W W W WW W

modern ottoman (m)
W:20" H:17 ¼" 

D:15 ¾"

modern ottoman (L) 
W:23 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:23 ½"

Chair (m) 
W:34 ¾" H:38 ¼" – 42" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (m) 
W:56 ¼" H:38 ¼" – 42" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (m) 
W:78" H:38 ¼" – 42" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair (m) 
W:34 ¾" H:33 ¼" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (m) 
W:56 ¼" H:33 ¼" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (m) 
W:78" H:33 ¼" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

stressless® Arion
High-back

stressless® Arion
Low-back

modern ottoman (m)
W:20" H:17 ¼" 

D:15 ¾"

modern ottoman (L) 
W:23 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:23 ½"

Chair, (L)
W:41 ¾" H:38 ¼" – 42 ¼" 

D:32" 
Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (L)
W:67" H:38 ¼" – 42 ¼" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3 Seater (L)
W:92 ½" H:38 ¼" – 42 ¼" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair (L)
W:41 ¾" H:32 ¾" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

2 Seater (L)
W:67" H:32 ¾" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3 Seater (L)
W:92 ½" H:32 ¾" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

stressless® space Large
High-back

stressless® space Large
Low-back

Chair (m) 
W:35 ¾" H:39 ¾" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (m) 
W:57 ½" H:39 ¾" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (m) 
W:79 ¼" H:39 ¾" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair (m) 
W:35 ¾" H:33" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (m) 
W:57 ½" H:33" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (m) 
W:79 ¼" H:33" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

modern ottoman (m)
W:20" H:17 ¼" 

D:15 ¾"

modern ottoman (L) 
W:23 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:23 ½"

stressless® wave
High-back

stressless® wave
Low-back

Chair (m) 
W:38 ½" H:39 ¾" – 43 ¾" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (m) 
W:60 ¼" H:39 ¾" – 43 ¾"

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (m) 
W:82" H:39 ¾" – 43 ¾"

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair (m) 
W:38 ½" H:34 ¼" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (m) 
W:60 ¼" H:34 ¼" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (m) 
W:82" H:34 ¼" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

stressless® Legend
High-back

stressless® Legend
Low-back

Adjustable headrest medium Corner
W:54" H:29 ¼"
D:45 ½" 
Seat height: 17 ¼"

big Corner
W:55 ½" H:31"
D:52" 
Seat height: 17 ¼"

Sector
W:17" D:30 ¾" 
H:22"

Sector Arm
W:12 ¼"  D:30 ¾" 
H:22"

individually reclining seats

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

stressless® eldorado
High-back

stressless® granada
High-back

stressless® eldorado
Low-back

stressless® granada
Low-back

Chair (L) 
W:42 ½" H:39 ¼" – 43 ¼" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair (L) 
W:42 ½" H:33" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair (m) 
W:39" H:39 ¼" – 43 ¼" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17"

Chair (m) 
W:39" H:33" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17"

stressless® Paradise Medium/ 
stressless® Paradise Large

High-back

stressless® Paradise Medium/ 
stressless® Paradise Large

Low-back

3-Seater (m)
W:86 ¼" H:40 ¼" – 44" D:35"

3-Seater (L)
W:96 ¾" H:40 ¼" – 44" D:35"

Seat height: 18"

3-Seater (m)
W:86 ¼" H:33 ¾" D:35" 

3-Seater (L)
W:96 ¾" H:33 ¾" D:35" 

Seat height: 18"

2-Seater (m)
W:64 ½" H:40 ¼" – 44" D:35"

2-Seater (L)
W:71 ¼" H:40 ¼" – 44" D:35"

Seat height: 18"

2-Seater (m)
W:64 ½" H:33 ¾" D:35" 

2-Seater (L)
W:71 ¼" H:33 ¾" D:35" 

Seat height: 18"

2-Seater (m) 
W:60 ¾" H:39 ¼" – 43 ¼" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (m) 
W:82 ¼" H:39 ¼" – 43 ¼" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (m) 
W:60 ¾" H:33" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (m) 
W:82 ¼" H:33" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (L) 
W:67 ¾" H:39 ¼" – 43 ¼" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (L) 
W:93" H:39 ¼" – 43 ¼" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (L) 
W:67 ¾" H:33" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (L) 
W:93" H:33" 

D:33 ½"
Seat height: 17 ¼"

bC 3: bC 2: bC 1: MC 3: MC 2: MC 1:
stressless® Arion W:124" W:102 ½" W:80 ¾" W:117 ¼" W:95 ¾" W:74 ¼"
stressless® Paradise Medium W:127 ½" W:106" W:84 ¼" W:121 ½" W:100" W:78 ¼"
stressless® Paradise Large W:138 ¼" W:113" W:87 ¾" W:132 ¼" W:107" W:81 ¾"
stressless® wave W:124 ¾" W:103 ¼" W:81 ¾" W:116 ¼" W:96 ½" W:75"
stressless® Legend W:125 ¼" W:103 ¾" W:82 ¼" W:118 ¾" W:97 ¼" W: 75 ½"
stressless® space Large W:136 ½" W:111 ½" W:86 ½" W:128 ¼" W:104 ¾" W:79 ¾"
stressless® eldorado W:126 ½" W:104 ¾" W:83" W:117 ¾" W:98" W:76 ¼"
stressless® granada W:137" W:111 ¾" W:86 ½" W:130 ¼" W:105" W:79 ¾"
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Stressless® Chelsea (S)
Stressless® mayfair (m)

Stressless® Kensington (L)

stressless® buckingham
High-back

stressless® buckingham
Low-back

Stressless® Chelsea (S) 
Stressless® mayfair (m) 

Stressless® Kensington (L) 

Stressless® blues medium (m) 
Stressless® blues Large (L) 

stressless® windsor
High-back

stressless® soul
High-back

stressless® windsor
Low-back

stressless® soul
Low-back

Stressless® Tampa (S)
Stressless® reno (m)
Stressless® Vegas (L)

Stressless® orion (m) 
Stressless® Taurus (L)

Stressless® Tampa (S)
Stressless® reno (m)
Stressless® Vegas (L)

Stressless® Vision (S) 
Stressless® Dream (m) 
Stressless® Spirit (L)

ekornes® Manhattan ekornes® Oslostressless® e200 With ergoAdapt™ stressless® e300 With ergoAdapt™

Stressless® magic (S) 
Stressless® magic (m) 
Stressless® magic (L)

stressless® wizard
High-back

stressless® wizard
Low-back

2-Seater, 
W:63 ½" H:31" D:36 "

Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater, 
W:86 ¼" H:31" D:36 "

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair, 
W:40 ½" H:31" D:36 "

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Chair, 
W:40 ¼" H:32 ¼" D:36 ¼"

Seat height: 18 ¼"

3-Seater, 
W:67 ¾" H:32 ¼" D:36 ¼"

Seat height: 18 ¼"

4-Seater, 
W:85 ½" H:32 ¼" D:36 ¼"

Seat height: 18 ¼"

Corner 23/32
C2:84 ½" C3:101 ¼" C4:118 ½"

H:32 ¼" D:36 ¼" Seat height: 18 ¼" 

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

modern ottoman (L) 
W:23 ½” H:17 ¼” D:23 ½”

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼" D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" D:27 ¼"

modern ottoman (m)
W:20" H:17 ¼" D:15 ¾"

C3 W:123 ¾" C2 W:97 ¼" H:28 ¾"
Seat height: 18"

1-Seat, W:29 ½" 
H:28 ¾" D:37 ¾"
Seat height: 18”

Long Seat, W:45 ½" 
H:28 ¾" D:74"

Seat height: 18”

2-Seater, W:67 ¾" H:28 ¾" D:37 ¾" 
Seat height: 18”

3-Seater, W:93 ¾" H:28 ¾" D:37 ¾"
Seat height: 18”

2-Seater with Long Seat
W:98 ½" H:28 ¾" D:74"

Seat height: 18"

C3 W:125 ½" C2 W:99 ½" H:28 ¾"
Seat height: 18"

1-Seat, W:29 ½" 
H:28 ¾" D: 38 ¼"
Seat height: 18"

Long Seat, W:51 ¼" 
H:28 ¾" D:74 ¾"
Seat height: 18"

2-Seater, W:72 ½" H:28 ¾" D: 38 ¼"
Seat height: 18"

3-Seater, W:98 ½"  H:28 ¾" D:38 ¼"
Seat height: 18"

2-Seater with Long Seat
W:103 ¼" H:28 ¾" D:74 ¾"

Seat height: 18"

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼" 

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (m)
W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼" 

D:19 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Soft ottoman (L) 
W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Chair (L) 
W:40 ½" H:40 ½"  

D:32"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (L) 
W:65 ½" H:40 ½" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (L) 
W:90 ½" H:40 ½" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17"

Chair (L) 
W:40 ½" H:33 ¾" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (L)
W:65 ½" H:33 ¾" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (L) 
W:90 ½" H:33 ¾" 

D:32"
Seat height: 17"

Chair (L) 
W:40 ½" H:40" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (L) 
W:62 ¼" H:40 ½" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (L) 
W:84" H:40 ½" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

Chair (L) 
W:40 ½" H:34 ¼" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (L)
W:62 ¼" H:34 ¼" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (L) 
W:84" H:34 ¼" 

D:34 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

Chair (m) 
W:37" H:40 ½" 

D:32 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (m) 
W:58 ¾" H:40 ½" 

D:32 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (m) 
W:80 ¼" H:40 ½" 

D:32 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

Chair (m) 
W:37" H:34 ¼" 

D:32 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (m) 
W:58 ¾" H:34 ¼" 

D:32 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (m) 
W:80 ¼" H:34 ¼" 

D:32 ¼"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater
W:63" H:40 ½" 

D:32 ¾"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater
W:84 ¾" H:40 ½" 

D:32 ¾"
Seat height: 17"

2-Seater 
W:63" H:33 ½" 

D:32 ¾"
Seat height: 17"

3-Seater
W:84 ¾" H:33 ½" 

D:32 ¾"
Seat height: 17"


